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RESEARCH AREA 
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WHAT IS FLEXIBILITY? 
•  Provides “right, but not 

obligation, to change system 
easily in face of uncertainty” 

–  Abandon 
–  Defer 
–  Expand/contract 
–  Phase 
–  Switch 
–  Etc. 

•  Also known as Real Option 
–  “In” system: requires 

engineering design 
considerations 

–  “On” system: from managerial 
standpoint Source: Guma et al., 2009 

City Group Building, NYC 
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EXAMPLE: FLEXIBLE ENERGY SYSTEM 

Finding	op5mal	system	design:	
•  Grids	configura5on	
•  Technologies	alloca5on	
•  Capaci5es	selec5on	

Ini$al	
deployment	

Deployment	
Phase	2	

Deployment	
Phase	3	

Ini$al	
deployment	

Deployment	
Phase	2	

Deployment	
Phase	3	

Anthropogenic	
heat	threshold	
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WHY FLEXIBILITY IN SYSTEMS DESIGN 
AND ARCHITECTURE? 

•  Engineering discipline increasingly complex 
–  Need socio-technical considerations 

•  Uncertainty affects lifecycle performance 
–  Markets volatile, regulations change, 

technology evolve 
•  Flexibility can improve performance by 

10%-30% compared to standard approaches 
–  Protects from downsides (e.g. insurance) 
–  Position for upsides (e.g. stock option) 
–  Net effect: better expected performance! 

•  Poor architectures may lead to system 
failure 

–  Calcutta train 
–  Ghost cities in China 
–  Iridium, etc. 

•  Growing needs in industry 
–  Airbus, Areva, Thales, Safran, etc. 

Calcutta Train: 
No proper 
considerations of use 
context è led to 
system failure in hot 
temperature wave in 
India (CESAMES, 
2016) 

Source: CESAMES 

Ghost Cities: 
Kangbashi New Area 
in China was intended 
to house one million 
people, but soaring 
property prices and 
lack of infrastructure 
deterred residents 
from relocating. 2010 
population is around 
20,000-30,000 (Powell, 
2010) 

Source: wikimapia.org 
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Enabling Flexibility in
Engineering Systems: A
Taxonomy of Procedures
and a Design Framework
This paper presents a five-phase taxonomy of systematic procedures to enable flexibility
in the design and management of engineering systems operating under uncertainty. The
taxonomy integrates contributions from surveys, individual articles, and books from the
literature on engineering design, manufacturing, product development, and real options
analysis obtained from professional e-index search engines. Thirty design procedures
were classified based on the kind of early conceptual activities they support: baseline
design, uncertainty recognition, concept generation, design space exploration, and pro-
cess management. Each procedure is evaluated based on ease of use to enable flexibility
analysis, whether it can be used directly in collaborative design activities, and has a pro-
ven applicability record in industry and research. The organizing principles integrate the
procedures into a cohesive and systematic design framework. Demonstration applications
on engineering systems case studies show that it helps designers select relevant proce-
dures in different phases of the design process, depending on the context, available ana-
lytical resources, and objectives. In turn, the case studies show that the design framework
helps generate concepts with improved lifecycle performance compared to baseline
concepts. The taxonomy provides guidance to organize ongoing research efforts, and
highlights potential contribution areas in this field of engineering design research.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4025704]

Keywords: conceptual design, design theory and methodology, systems design, systems
engineering, uncertainty analysis

1 Introduction

This paper presents a five-phase taxonomy of systematic proce-
dures to enable flexibility in the design and management of engi-
neering systems operating under uncertainty. It has the dual goal
of providing a review of the latest contributions in this field, and
organizing existing procedures into a cohesive design framework.
The taxonomy is geared specifically for engineering systems, in
particular complex systems in the aerospace, defense, energy,
housing, telecommunication, and transportation industries. Such
systems are characterized by a high degree of technical complex-
ity, social intricacy, and elaborate processes fulfilling important
functions in society [1]. They are long-lived (þ20 yr), require
large irreversible investments, will inevitably face much uncer-
tainty over their useful lifetime, and have a significantly large
number of design variables and parameters. Dynamic socio-
technical elements like markets, operational environment, regula-
tions, and technology play a significant role in their success and
failure [2]. Crucial decisions have to be made in early conceptual
design phases, regarding long-term strategic deployment and
operations.

This paper builds upon the definition of flexibility in systems
engineering and design “enabling a system to change easily in the
face of uncertainty” considering technical and technological
standpoints [3,4]. It also builds upon the definition of a real
option, which provides the “right, but not the obligation, to change
a system in the face of uncertainty [5].” The literature from
engineering provides tools to help generate flexibility in complex

systems. The literature from real options analysis provides analyt-
ical tools to assess the value of flexibility quantitatively, allowing
for objective evaluation of systems design concepts. Combining
the two literatures provides an extensive and complementary tool-
kit to create better performing systems. The ideas exposed in this
paper are inspired from this unique perspective.

The paper proposes the notion of a flexible systems design con-
cept to describe a design concept that provides an engineering sys-
tem with the ability to adapt, change and be reconfigured, if
needed, in light of uncertainty realizations. It is different concep-
tually from a robust design concept, which makes systems func-
tions more consistent and invariant to changes in the environment,
manufacturing, deterioration, and customer use patterns—inspired
from the definition in Ref. [6]. A flexible systems design concept
is typically comprised of two components: (1) a strategy, and (2)
an enabler in design and management. A strategy is similar con-
ceptually to the definition of a real option “on” systems by Wang
and de Neufville [7], also referred as real option “types” by
Mikaelian et al. [8]. These can refer for instance to strategies sug-
gested by Trigeorgis [5]—like abandonment, capacity expansion/
reduction, switching inputs/outputs, deferring investments, etc.—
to provide the system with better flexibility. A strategy represents
the aspect of the design concept that captures flexibility, or how
the system is designed to adapt to changing circumstances. The
concept of enabler is similar to the definition of real option “in”
systems by Wang and de Neufville [7], or “mechanism” by
Mikaelian et al. [8]. It represents what is done to the physical
infrastructure design and management to provide and use the
flexibility in operations. Enablers take a different form for each
system, depending on the flexibility strategy selected.

The following examples provide intuition on why flexibility
is a worthwhile design paradigm. The Health Care Service

Contributed by the Design Theory and Methodology Committee of ASME for
publication in the JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL DESIGN. Manuscript received September
24, 2012; final manuscript received October 1, 2013; published online November 7,
2013. Assoc. Editor: Irem Y. Tumer.
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Downloaded From: http://mechanicaldesign.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/ on 11/16/2013 Terms of Use: http://asme.org/terms
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DESIGN FRAMEWORK FOR FLEXIBILITY 

1. Baseline!
Design!

3. Concept!
Generation!

4. Design !
Space!

Exploration!

2. Uncertainty!
Recognition!

5. Process!
Management!

-  Axiomatic Design 
-  C-K Theory 
-  Concurrent Design 
-  Function-Based Failure Analysis 
-  Pahl and Beitz 
-  Etc. 

-  Bayesian Theory 
-  Dempster-Shafer Theory 
-  Possibility Theory 
-  Probability Theory 
-  Statistical Analysis 
-  Binomial Lattice 
-  Decision Tree 
-  Diffusion Model 
-  Scenario Planning 

Enabler Identification 

-  DSM-Based 
-  Explicit Design Variable Evaluation 
-  Industry Guidelines 

Strategy Generation 

-  Explicit Training and Prompting 
-  Integrated Real Options Framework 
-  Real Option Strategies 

Quantitative Concept Evaluation 

-  Binomial Lattice 
-  Decision Analysis 
-  Simulations 

Computationally Efficient Search 

-  Design Catalogs 
-  Decision-Based Design 
-  MATE 
-  Screening Methods 

-  Collaboration Engineering 
-  Game Theory 
-  Serious Gaming 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 8 
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STANDARD REAL OPTIONS ANALYSIS 

 

10 
"

efficiency of waste treatment using a combination of those two WTE technologies. In such a complex 

system, two sources of uncertainty (amount of food waste and other organic waste) and two flexibility 

strategies (i.e. capacity expansion of AD and capacity adjustment for the gasifier) are considered 

simultaneously.  

4 Real options analysis 

In this section, a standard ROA approach adapted from Nembhard, Shi, and Aktan (2005) is introduced to 

analyze the system of interest. It serves as benchmark for comparison with the proposed decision-rule 

based approach. The notation is explained in the text, and the nomenclature is summarized in Appendix. 

4.1 The binomial lattice procedure 

The problem is considered in a discrete time horizon indexed by time period!! = 1,… ,!. The main source 

of uncertainty is the amount of food waste collected. Let!!! denote the amount of organic waste collected 

in year!!. Historical data in the past 10 years show that the amount of organic waste collected in 

Singapore has a deterministic growth rate, but the amount variation in each period is random. Based on 

this observation, it is suitable to model the fluctuating waste amount using geometric Brownian motion 

(GBM): 

 !!! = !!!!" + !!!!!! (1) 

Variable!! is the annual growth rate of the organic waste amount, σ is the volatility of the food waste 

amount, and !!! is the basic Wiener process giving a random shock to!!. The first term models the 

deterministic trend, and the second term models the uncertainty shock occurring at each period. With 

these two parts, the GBM formulation captures the stochastic properties of the waste generation process.  

In order to apply ROA over a discrete time horizon, the model of the uncertainty can be simplified using 

the binomial lattice approach proposed by Cox et al. (1979). Assuming organic waste amount can move 

𝒅=𝟏/𝒖	

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 9 
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•  How to architect, design, and manage most value enhancing 
flexibility?  

•  Enables analysis for design, architecture and operations of 
flexible engineering systems 

•  Provide practical guidance for system operations 
•   Example decision rule:  

OBJECTIVE 

Incident rate in given area is 
larger than a threshold? 

YES 

NO 

Expand the station capacity 
by certain amount 

Don’t expand 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 10 
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ROA USING DECISION RULES AND 
STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING 

•  Objective: Maximize the expected net present value (ENPV) 
•  NPV based on sum of discounted cash flow of system model 

•  Inputs: 
•  Cost & revenue model for system 
•  Stochastic process for incident patterns 
•  Constraints on decision variables 

•  Outputs:  
•  Optimal initial physical design variables 
•  Optimal decision rule variables 

Ø  Mixed integer linear programming model 
Ø  Can be solved using Lagrangian decomposition or simulation-based 

optimization techniques 

 

14"
"

!
!!!

!!!
!! !! ! ! , !!!

!!!  denote the total profit. The problem of choosing an optimal decision rule is 

then:  

 max
!!

! r !! ! , ! = !! !!! !! ! !
! , !!!

!

!!!

!

!!!
 (6) 

 s. t. !! ! !
! ∈ !! ,∀!, ! (7) 

 !! ! !
! = !!! ! !

!! ,!!!if!! !
! = ! !

!! ,∀!, !!, ! (8) 

 !! ∈ ∆⊆ ! (9) 

where!∆ is a subset of!!, the variables with superscript ! correspond to the variables in scenario !.    

If this model can be solved to be optimal, then an optimal decision rule!!∗ can be obtained, under which 

the DM will do the best by choosing !!∗ !  to attain the maximum of expected total profit once the 

uncertainty!! is observed. However, even with the finiteness of!Ω, the problem may be very large. In the 

case of!∆= !, to obtain an analytical description of !∗ might be extremely difficult. In the design of 

flexible engineering systems, one is usually interested in certain types of flexibilities embedded in the 

system, which will lead to some particular patterns of decision rules. Therefore, to obtain the closed form 

solution to the decision rule problem, ∆ can be restricted to a class of mappings which is a subset of!!!. 

For example, to study the capacity expansion strategy in the AD plant, the type of conditional-go decision 

rule!Δ!"  is very practical and effective: for example in each time period!!, expand the capacity by a 

certain amount if the observed amount of organic waste collected in the previous year is more than a 

certain threshold. By restricting!∆ to be a proper subset of!!, it is possible to solve a multistage version of 

such problem, which is generally intractable computationally. In this paper, the focus is on the 

conditional-go decision rules as a demonstration of this approach.  

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 11 
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IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 
•  What are the best procedures to support system 

design and architecture for flexibility?  
–  What are their statistical main and interaction effects on 

lifecycle performance and user impressions? 

•  How to train decision-makers and system 
operators on recommended system solutions? 

•  How to test and validate recommended system 
design solutions in operations? 

 
•  How to visualize recommended solutions, data, 

and system simulations? 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 12 
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Cardin, M.-A.*, Jiang, Y., & Lim, T. (2016). Empirical Studies in 
Decision Rule-Based Flexibility Analysis for Complex Systems 
Design and Management. Paper presented at the Conference on 
Complex Systems Design & Management, Paris, France.  

PHASE 5: PROCESS  
MANAGEMENT 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 

Empirical Studies in Decision Rule-Based Flexibility Analy-
sis for Complex Systems Design and Management 

Michel-Alexandre Cardin, Yixin Jiang, Terence Lim 

Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering, National University of Singapore, Block 
E1A #06-25, 1 Engineering Drive 2, 117576, Singapore 

Abstract   This paper presents the results of human subject experiments focusing 
on the role of decision rules in the study of flexibility and real options analysis 
(ROA) in design and management of complex engineering systems. Decision rules 
are heuristics-based triggering mechanisms that help determine the ideal condi-
tions for exercising flexibility in system operations. In contrast to standard ROA 
based on dynamic programming, decision rules can be parameterized as decision 
variables, and therefore capture the decision-making process based on specific re-
alizations of the main uncertainty drivers affecting system performance. Similar to 
standard ROA, a decision rule approach can be used to quantify the benefits of 
flexibility in early conceptual design studies, and help identifying the best flexible 
systems design concepts before a more detailed design phase. While many studies 
demonstrate expected lifecycle performance improvement stemming from a deci-
sion-rule based approach as compared to standard design and ROA techniques, 
very few studies show experimentally their effectiveness in managing flexible en-
gineering systems. This paper presents the results of controlled human-subject ex-
periments involving thirty-two participants evaluating a training procedure in a 
simulation game environment. The controlled study show that a stochastically op-
timal flexible strategy combined with an initial policy for the system configuration 
can improve significantly the expected coverage rate of medical emergencies. 
These provide insights for further research, development and evaluation of flexible 
systems design and management strategies for complex engineering systems. 

1 Introduction 

Complex systems, such as urban infrastructure systems supporting emergency 
services, energy generation, water and transportations, are inevitably facing a wide 
range of uncertain factors over their lifecycle (e.g. markets, operational environ-
ment, government regulations, technological evolutions, etc.) Standard approaches 
to systems analysis and design, such as discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis, sce-
narios planning, sensitivity analysis, etc., typically focus on system concepts and 
design parameters that aim to optimize system’s performance under limited con-
siderations of the main uncertainty drivers affecting their performance. Such ap-

13 
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MOTIVATION 
•  Assuming flexibility exists, how to best manage in operations? 

•  Emergency Medical Services (EMS) transportation systems very 
flexible: 
–  Station allocation and timing 
–  Resource allocation/reallocation 
–  Abandonment of unused capacity 

•  Singapore collaborating agency relying on simple, deterministic 
heuristics for system design, planning and operations 

•  Can decision rule flexibility training help improve performance of 
EMS transportation systems? 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 14 
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PRELIMINARY SETUP 
•  2 x 2 Design of Experiment (DOE) setup 

•  Participants 
–  32 NUS students in Industrial and Systems Engineering 
–  50% male/female, 94% > 25 years old, 91% with 

Bachelor’s Degree 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 

Decision Rule 
Training (D) 

Initial Station Location (I) 

Not Provided (–1) Provided (+1) 

Current (–1) Treatment 1 Treatment 2 

Decision Rule (+1) Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

15 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY (GENERIC) 

1.  Design Problem Description 

2.  Computer Model 

3.  Simulation Game 

4.  Data Collection 

5.  Statistical Analysis 

Step 1: 
Design 

Problem 
Description 

Step 2: 
Computer 

Model 

Step 3: 
Simulation

Game 

Step 4:   
Data 

Collection 

Step 5: 
Statistical 
Analysis 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 16 
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STEP 1: SYSTEM DESIGN PROBLEM:  
EMS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

•  Simplified version of realistic EMS transportation system in Singapore 
–  Focused on medical (i.e. hospitals, station/fire posts, ambulances) 
–  Model developed in collaboration with Singapore Civil Defence Force 

•  Quantitative performance-based metric (response time, lost calls) 
•  Described benchmark design (initial station/ambulance deployment) 
•  Explained task to improve existing benchmark design 

Source:	livinginsingaporetoday.com	

Source:	Ong	et	al.,	2009	

Source:	therealsingapore.com	

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 17 
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STEP 2: COMPUTER MODEL:  
DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION 

1 

Station to 
scene time 

Scene to 
hospital time 

Hospital to 
station time 

Response time 

Activation 
Time 

Scene 
Time 

Hospital 
Time 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 18 
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INCIDENT GENERATION 
•  Flow diagram 

•  Inter-arrival times modeled from historical data 
!

Start at TIME=0
Generate 
incident 
location

Generate interarrival 
time iat*; advance 

TIME by iat*

Record an incident at 
TIME with the 

generated location

TIME exceeds 
simulation 
timeframe?

Exit generation
Y

N

IATij = −ln (1− rand )
λij

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 19 
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INCIDENT HANDLING 
•  Nearest ambulance dispatched 
•  Cannot respond until previous call resolved 

•  Performance 
–  Coverage rate, operating cost: 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 20 
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EXAMPLE SOLUTIONS 
•  Phasing flexibility: “if the number of incidents in a 

candidate site j is greater than or equal to dej within a 
strategic period s, then a new station with a certain 
capacity opj must be installed in candidate site j at s+1”  

•  Capacity expansion: “if the number of incidents missed in 
a station within a strategic period s is greater than or 
equal to mej, then the current station j must be expanded 
with a certain capacity oej at s+1”  

•  Design and decision rule variables dei, opi, mej, oej to be 
optimized 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 21 
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STEP 3: SIMULATION GAME (DEMO) 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 22 
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•  Factorial experiments designed to measure “Δ” pretest-posttest 
response improvement between Sessions 1 and 2: Δy = y2 – y1 

•  Here y = S, can be others  
     (e.g. time, satisfaction with process, results, quality)  

•  Controls for inherent creativity levels and prior  
     knowledge of design procedure within-groups 

•  Improves between-groups vs. within-groups  
     variability comparison, internal validity of results  
     (Campbell and Stanley, 1966) 
 

STEP 4: DATA COLLECTION 

Design 
Problem 

Description & 
GUI Training	

Session 1 + 
Survey	

Session 2 + 
Survey	

Debrief	

  

€ 

Δy(x1,x2,…,xn ) = β0 + β ixi
i=1

n

∑ + β ij
j=1
j> i

n

∑
i=1

n

∑ xix j + ε

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 23 
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STEP 5: EFFECTS ON COVERAGE RATE (ΔCR) 

•  GLM response  
ΔCR = 0.156 + 0.078D + 0.067I – 0.058DI 

•  Significant main effects for decision rule training (D = +1) and initial 
station location (I = +1) 
–  (βD = 0.078, pD = 0.01; βI = 0.067, pI = 0.03  

•  Interpretation 
–  Decision rule training and initial location had main effect on ΔCR 

improvement 

  

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 

-0.10 

-0.05 

0.00 

0.05 

0.10 

0.15 

0.20 

0.25 

0.30 

I = -1 I = +1 

ΔC
R 

 

Initial Location (I) 

D = -1 D = +1 
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SUMMARY 
•  Preliminary results suggest short decision rule training 

valuable tool to improve expected performance of 
engineering systems by means of flexibility 

•  Also shown to improve anticipated quality of results 
by users – promotes user acceptability 

 
•  Results show short-term training tools for flexibility 

analysis and operations valuable to improve 
systems design and operations under uncertainty 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 25 
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CONCLUSIONS 
•  Opportunity to improve approaches to system design and 

architecture by accounting for uncertainty and real options in 
engineering systems 

•  Explicit considerations of uncertainty and flexibility shown to 
improve expected lifecycle performance significantly in many 
studies 

•  Enabling/using flexibility challenging; need further R&D to develop 
and evaluate new systematic processes supporting engineering 
system design and architecture 

•   RAPIDLY GROWING RESEARCH AREA! 

© 2016 M.-A. Cardin et al. All rights reserved 26 
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